


LOCATION:
Geddes Hall — Basement

PERKS: 
> Infrequently used
> Always clean
> Relatively modern 
> Great Wi-Fi connectivity
> Lots of room

CONS:
> Urinal has been broken 
since 2009
> No hand-dryer
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Major Playlists,
Major Tunes

Finance
Wu Tang Clan — “C.R.E.A.M.”
The Notorious B.I.G. — “Mo Money Mo Prob-

lems”
Rihanna — “B---- Better Have My Money”
Nicki Minaj & Beyonce — “Feeling Myself ”
Kendrick Lamar — “Humble”

Computer Science
Animal Collective — “Screens”
Bryan Scary — “Data Mountain”
Daft Punk — “Technologic”
Flight of the Concords — “Robots”
Whitney — “No Woman”

Film, Television & Theatre
The Buggles — “Video Killed the Radio Star”
Stornoway — “The End of the Movie”
Alabama Shakes — “Sound and Color”
Tobias Jesso Jr. — “Hollywood”
Dawes — “Time Spent in Los Angeles”

Biology
Lady Lamb — “Vena Cava”
Simon & Garfunkel — “Leaves That Are Green”
Chairlift — “Polymorphing”
Blonde Redhead — “My Plants Are Dead”
of Montreal — “Lecithin’s Tale of a DNA Experi-

ment That Went Horribly Awry”

English
Fleet Foxes — “English House”
Bowerbirds — “In Our Talons”
Hozier — “Jackie and Wilson”
First Aid Kit — “My Silver Lining”
George Ezra — “Did You Hear the Rain?”

French
Kassav’ — “Syé Bwa”
MC Solaar — “Obsolete”
Tiken Jah Fakoly — “Plus rien ne m’étonne”
Flight of the Conchords — “Foux Du Fafa”
La Femme — “Sur la planche 2013”

Anthropology
Tetos Demetriades — “Miserlou”
The Books — “Read, Eat, Sleep”
Maallem Taieb ben Mbarek and Chikhats — 

“Hadouk Khail (Marrakech)”
Geinoh Yamashirogumi — “Mebasi”
Busdriver — “Can’t You Tell I’m a Sociopath?”



Taste Your Professor!

Alex Chavez, PhD
Department of Anthropology

DeVotchKa
The Echocentrics
Radiohead
Nico Gomez & His Afro Percussions
Helado Negro

Ramzi Bualuan, PhD
Department of Comp-Sci and Engineering

Charles Aznavour
Michel Sardou
Edith Piaf
Pink Floyd
Celia Cruz

Jason Reed, PhD
Mendoza College of Business

Tame Impala
Childish Gambino
MF Doom
Sufjan Stevens
The Decemberists

Peter Bui, PhD
Department of Comp-Sci and Engineering

Nada Surf
Vampire Weekend
Lord Huron
Brand New
Rilo Kiley

Dan Graff, PhD
Department of History

Solange
Big Thief
Yo La Tengo
The Replacements
Sleater-Kinney

Mitch Olsen, PhD
Mendoza College of Business

Armando Pérez
Pitbull
Mr. Worldwide
Mr. 305
More Pitbull

Who are some of your favorite artists, or
who have you been listening to lately?

WHAT ABOUT YOU?
CHECK OUT OUR VIDEO
“What R U Listening To??”

facebook.com/wvfiradio
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The Goslings
Grandeur of Hair

[ aRCHIVE • 2006 ]

Rating: 4/5

Favorite Tracks: “Own a Car,” “Croatan”
Others: Prurient, My Bloody Valentine

by BEN SHADID and JAMES DICKSON

Yes, you should listen to this album. That said, The 
Goslings should have put a warning on the case: 
It may cause you to violently shake. Perhaps they 
developed this album as an adequate substitute for 
electroshock therapy.

In all seriousness, Grandeur of Hair may be the 
most important release in the shoegaze genre since 
about 1995. The Goslings made a completely origi-
nal work in a genre that, by 2006 (and pretty much 
still to this day), was entirely based on nostalgia 
and the replication of a couple of bands. This was 

no small feat. Now, whether The Goslings knew 
they were making a shoegaze record is another 
matter. They don’t seem like the type of people to 
make a record consciously within a single, trendy 
genre. But the elements are all there: the washes of 
guitar, the ghostly vocals buried in the mix and the 
overall pursuit of sound rather than song. Every-
thing is just more, well, aggressive and blown out. 
It’s like My Bloody Valentine forgot how to equal-
ize. This was certainly intentional, with the sum 
total of the fuzzed-out bliss maximizing the “beau-
tiful noise” of the genre’s greats. 

Slowdive’s removal from Creation Records, 

spurred by popular fervor for Britpop bands such 
as Oasis, stagnated the entire shoegaze genre for 
over a decade, leaving us with detritus such as Lilys 
and astrobrite, who shamelessly tried to copy My 
Bloody Valentine’s sound.

This was unquestionably a dark time for shoe-
gaze, when it was considered little more than a 
blip in the history of British rock music. Shoegaze 
did not evolve according to the blueprint of Slow-
dive’s Pygmalion. That album mixed the genre with 
ambient techno, moving it out of the box of loud 
guitars. But the rest of the shoegaze world has re-
mained stuck since 1991. With no releases from 

MBV or Slowdive during this time, there were no 
real opportunities for innovation. That is, not until 
this 2006 Goslings release pushed Loveless’s noise 
wall further than any album before it, rivaling the 
noise level of Les Rallizes Dénudés’ ‘77 Live. 

And Grandeur of 
Hair wastes no time in 
trying to make the lis-
tener deaf. The album 
opens up with “Own a 
Car,” which begins with 
shapeless cacophony. It’s 
easy to feel disoriented, 

There’s a certain yearning contained in the voice buried within

sheets upon sheets of feedback — a rallying cry of depression.
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Leslie’s Soren’s wailing, siren-like vocals sing quietly 
amidst the chaos. There is a strange peace to the pro-
ceedings. The listener slowly begins to focus on the 
emotional power of the music rather than its abra-
siveness. There’s a certain yearning contained in the 
voice buried within sheets upon sheets of feedback 
— a rallying cry of depression. As the listener 
grows accustomed, the song throws a by add-
ing drums, giving the unending noise a pulse. 
Indeed, in the warped reality the album has set 
in place, the tribal 4/4 drum seems like a godsend. 
“Croatan” might be the most “catchy” song on the 
album. The descending, ominous riff played amidst 
warped feedback sounds straight out of a Black Sab-
bath song. Leslie’s voice appears taunting and vindic-
tive. About two minutes into the song, her voice rises, 
perfectly complementing the drone.

Then, the song becomes even
more aggressive, and the riffs

become so maxed-out 
they practically b/r/e/a/k

the microphone. There is a
sheer + emotional + power
contained (or un-contained)

within these seemingly
straightforward moments.

When the song “Golden Stair” wells up its somb-
er organ, The Goslings demonstrate their ability to 
depict abject despair with sound. Usually shoe-
gaze albums have this sort of hazy ambigu-
ity in tone, but The Goslings challenge this 
practice by making the wall of sound 
work to a constructive end. Nobody 
can agree on what Souvlaki, No-
where, or Loveless are exactly 
about, but there’s no doubt 
on Grandeur of Hair. The 
Goslings have some 

personal demons. And being able to recognize this 
concrete fact in something so experimental is re-
freshing. 

By “Overnight”, it is easy to grow accustomed to 
how The Goslings play. The heavy riffs continue, this 
time even more somberly, and Leslie’s voice haunts 
the scene. But each song adds a detail to make it dif-
ferent enough from the last. “Overnight” also mu-
tates to have a simple, melodic guitar line floating for 
the majority of the song, injecting a cautious moment 
of hope. “Sanibel” carries on like a more traditional 
shoegaze song, overtly psychedelic, but still carries 
the gravitas of prior moments. Even in the major key 
The Goslings sound defeated. “Haruspex,” the re-
cord’s thirteen minute climax, has a plaintive sense 
of closure akin to watching a beautiful sunset die.

One might argue that Grandeur of Hair doesn’t do 
enough with its formula. But this isn’t a White Album 
affair, where the artist attempts to make a collage of 
so many disparate ideas. This is an example of an art-
ist attempting to make a completely cohesive, singu-
lar statement, and The Goslings succeeded.

They created a sound-world like no 
other, full of strangely palatable dis-
sonance that forces the listener’s 
consciousness into an unforgiving, 
hour-long state of alertness.

If this description hasn’t scared you away, it’s defi-
nitely worth a listen. M

Contact Ben Shadid and James Dickson. Or not.
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Cycle

Yunyi Bai
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Sonnet of the Sun

She told me she was hunting for the sun,
For golden rays had kissed her cheeks and heart.

The taste now tasted once compelled to run
A noble dream to saturate the part.

To lock that sinking, gold orb with her gaze
But not be distanced on the arid shore,

To rake her fingers through the rosy haze
Bound up with beams, as (almost) once before!

I smiled and wondered at her eye for bliss,
But also paused to add and understand:

That light is not so far that you should miss
The lifeblood earth that calls for heart and hand.

Though Sun may one day rise with full embrace,
From here, the warmth will light and lift my face.

Sophie Buono



IT WAS AN ANGEL
AN INTERVIEW

with
Sasheer Zamata

In late March, SNL’s Sasheer Zamata performed at Legends. We were
able to interview Zamata after the show, via e-mail, to talk briefly
about her experiences as a comedian and her recent projects.

MINDSET
When you first came onstage 
Thursday, you were surprised 
about the availability of desig-
nated space for comedy shows 
on a college campus. How was 
the experience different from 
performing at comedy clubs in 
New York City? How was 
the crowd different?

SASHEER ZAMATA
Generally everyone in the 
crowd in an NYC club is over 
21 years of age, so I wasn’t 
used to seeing young adults in a 
club atmosphere like that. But you 
guys were a great crowd.

MS: You mentioned your own 
university experience a few 
times. How did you navigate 
your journey as an aspiring co-
median?

SZ: I auditioned for the only im-

prov [comedy] team at the time 
and didn’t make it. I had friends 
who also didn’t make the team 
and I thought they were hilari-
ous, so we started our own team 
and the group is still going at the 
school. University of Virginia 
had a self-governed atmosphere 

where if students felt like there 
was a void in the environment, 
we could fill it. And I thought 
we could use more outlets for 
comedy, so I created one.

MS: Tell me about the process 
of deciding to audition for Sat-
urday Night Live. What cata-
lyzed your decision to audition? 
What reservations, if any, did 

you have at the time?

SZ: I was a fan of SNL, Mad TV 
and Who’s Line is It Anyway 
when I was younger and always 
thought it would be cool to be 
on one of those shows. And 
then I started doing improv in 

college, and kept doing it 
when I moved to NY, and 
even started doing sketch 
and stand-up [comedy] 
shortly thereafter. I was 
just pursuing all those 
forms of performance be-

cause I thought they were fun; 
I didn’t realize all that was lead-
ing me to a trajectory toward 
SNL, but I was happy to discov-
er it was going in that direction. 
I was doing well in stage shows 
and SNL heard about me from 
the Artistic Director of the Up-
right Citizens Brigade Theater, 
and then I started the audition 
process for the show.
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All the material in my special 
starts from a place of truth, and 
usually starts from something 
personal; then I work outward.



MS: Last week you released 
your first comedy special, “Piz-
za Mind.” How was your ap-
proach different – or not – from 
your approach to other comedy 
writing?

SZ: All the material in my spe-
cial starts from a place of truth, 
and usually starts from some-
thing personal; then I work out-
ward. It’s different than when 
I write sketch es because that’s 
usually based on something 
that’s happened on the news 
rather than something that hap-
pened to me.

MS: During your show at Leg-
ends, you mentioned that you 
enjoy discussing racial issues 
when you perform – but you 
also like talking about your 
mother a lot. What went into 
deciding which issues or expe-
riences to include on this par-
ticular special?

SZ: I just talk about what inter-
ests me at the time. Sometimes 
it’s race, sometimes it’s my 
mother, sometimes it’s some-
thing totally different — what-
ever strikes my fancy at that 
time.

MS: How do current events af-
fect the way you personally ap-
proach comedy, if at all?

SZ: A lot of material in my set 
comes from things that anger 
me or confuse me, and there’s a 
lot of fodder for that in current 
events.

MS: Moreover, some are say-
ing that comedy is needed now 
more than ever, given the cur-
rent political climate. What’s 
your take on the matter?

SZ: Laughter is a release and 
it can be cathartic. Some peo-
ple may feel like they need 
that right now, so I’m glad that 
they’re looking to comedy to get 
that.

MS: To pivot for a moment: 
What makes you laugh?

SZ: Animals doing uncharacter-
istic things. I just laughed till I 
cried watching a bunny eat ber-
ries because the red juice was 
all over its face and it looked 
like blood dripping from its 

fur. It was supposed to be this 
cute bunny eating a meal and it 
looked like a massacre.

MS: If you could choose any-
one, who would you want doing 
an impression of you?

SZ: Jay Pharaoh, he can imper-
sonate anyone. He used to try to 
impersonate me, I don’t think 
he ever nailed it down, but I’m 
sure he could with time.

MS: What’s next for you? Do 
you have any upcoming projects 
that you’d like to promote?

SZ: My first stand up special

“Pizza Mind”
just came out on SeeSo and you 
can get it on Amazon Prime and 
Roku too. And I’m in a movie 
coming out called “Sleight,” and 
I’m also in a movie that came 
out on Netflix last month called 
“Deidra and Laney Rob a Train.” 
Check it all out! M

Contact Sasheer Zamata at her 
agent’s e-mail, if you can.
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IVAN & ALYOSHA IN CHITOWN



Crystal Avila



Neil Young and Me
How Neil and His Music Helped Me Through College

By Crystal Avila

I want to live.
I want to give.
I’ve been a miner for a heart of gold.
I’ve been a miner for a heart of gold.
It’s these expressions I never give
that keep me searching for a heart of gold.

Today I walked around campus listening to 
one of my favorite songs: “Heart of Gold” 

by Neil Young. Even though it was raining a 
bit, the sky was grey, and I still had an hour-
and-a-half-long class to get through soon, I felt 
very happy. After four years of college, I have 
made amazing friends, learned many things, 
grown a lot as a person, created a film I have 
always wanted to make, and have become 
even closer to my family. As I walked across 
the quads and buildings, I sang along with Neil 
as he sings, “I’ve been searching for a heart of 
gold.” His words never rang truer. To me, Neil 
is exclaiming that we need to always look for 
the good in things, in people, and in our own 
lives. He sings, “I’ve been a miner for a heart 
of gold” and that “he’s growing old.” No matter 
how many days he lives, he is always working 
to find the goodness that is sometimes hidden 
in a dark musty “mine” and that requires work 
and perseverance to find and preserve.

Young’s lyrics have very often accompanied 
me during my time in college. It can be easy 
to fall into the culture of negativity that is so 
often found on college campuses and, let’s face 
it, the world in general. It not just “times like 
these” that bring uncertainty and endless de-
bates; the world will always have and has al-
ways had times such as these. Nothing is new, 

nor will it ever be. It is easy to get caught up 
in the negativity and feel so passionate about 
issues that our passions become combative, far 
from compassionate and often talked about in 
a smaller worldview context.

Neil goes on to sing,

I’ve been to Hollywood.
I’ve been to Redwood.
I crossed the ocean for a heart of gold.
I’ve been in my mind, it’s such a fine line
that keeps me searching for a heart of gold.

Here I take Neil’s lyrics and think how that 
no matter where we — whether it’s an intern-
ship in Hollywood, the swing club, or a super 
hard and stressful class — we must look for the 
good and positive in these situations and think 
outside of ourselves in order to be the positive 
light to others. Even amidst times that are try-
ing, we can keep searching for a heart of gold 
and think, “Have I crossed an entire ocean to 
find at least some goodness in this situation, 
the person I do not get along with, or class that 
is just so annoying?” Perhaps the gold is found 
in our efforts to simply do our best, not taking 
ourselves so seriously, or even just doing our 
work as best as we can.

Neil continues to sing,

And I’m getting old;
keeps me searching for a heart of gold.
And I’m getting old.

Even though time is passing, he says, never 
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being positive about life. No matter what, 
we will each continue getting older—so why 
live life not searching for gold, seeing good-
ness around us and amidst our daily difficul-
ties, both big and small?

In Neil’s final stanza, he sings,

Keep me searching for a heart of gold;
you keep me searching and I’m growing old.
Keep me searching for a heart of gold.
I’ve been a miner for a heart of gold.

In this final lyric, Neil reminds us that 
staying positive isn’t always easy, but that we 
should remember that “you,” who perhaps is 
“life,” will bring us suffering, joy, and times 
that require us to decide whether we will live 
for others or only for ourselves. We must al-
ways keep searching and be true miners who 
find pieces of gold amidst the rocky caves of 
life.

As a soon-to-be graduate, I do not have 
a “secret formula” that will make your col-
lege life amazing, but I can advise to listen to 
“Heart of Gold” around campus and think 
about how important it is to remain positive 

and joyful through your time in school and 
for the rest of your life. This is not say that 
I have always seen everything in a positive 
light, but rather that I have come to real-
ize that this mindset and way of being can 
greatly help one enjoy life more and make 
better use of time.

I know that when I return to campus in 
years to come, I will look back and see the 
“pieces of gold” that Notre Dame had given 
me when I decided to be positive and joy-
fully invest time into finding and polish-
ing them. These hearts of gold include my 
beautiful friends, whom I know I will always 

cherish and love, my family, the professors 
and faculty who have profoundly impacted 
me, my relationship with my sister who 
works at Notre Dame, the times that were 
very hard but that brought about times of 
learning, my increasing love for the art of 
cinema, and the growth of my spiritual life.

I want to live.
I want to give.
I’ve been a miner for a heart of gold.
I’ve been a miner for a heart of gold.
It’s these expressions I never give
that keep me searching for a heart of gold.

Mindset is an important part of Notre 
Dame’s campus because it serves as a place 
where creativity, freedom, and personal re-
flection on just about anything is valued. 

Although I have greatly enjoyed my time 
at Notre Dame and have been happy to be 
part of the WVFI and the Mindset team, I 
am ready to keep searching for those hearts 
of gold throughout my life. Life was good 
during college, and I know that it will con-
tinue to be so the day after I graduate. M
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think about how important it is to remain positive and joy-
ful through your time in school and for the rest of your life
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Nine Mooses

Joe Kuhns



MONDAYS
@ 9PM

FRIDAYS @ 7PM

FRIDAYS @ 3PM

preVIEWS.

tune in at wvfi.nd.edu!
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Impossible Nothing
Lexemenomicon

[ Self-released • 2017 ]

Rating: 4.5/5

Favorite Tracks: “Mm”
Others: John Oswald, Skrillex, Giant Claw

by ADRIAN MARK LORE

Here’s a riddle for you:
Q: What do you call the lame duck of contempo-

rary electronic dance music?
A: His name is Skrillex. So it goes.

Don’t get me wrong, the 2012 EP Scary Monsters & 
Nice Sprites changed the way I understood music. 
As a blissfully innocent middle-schooler, his brand 
of dubstep was unlike anything I had heard before.

That is, I wasn’t fascinated with the music’s aes-
thetic, but with its explosion of aesthetic. In the 
ears of many — perky-nosed acoustic apologists in 
particular — this so-called “brostep” fad was not 
music, let alone anything to be celebrated.

By the time of his unexpected Grammy victory, 
however, the itinerant emo retiree Sonny Moore 
had wholly transformed contemporary electronic 
dance music, revitalizing the scene and transplant-
ing a kitschy, overbearing and chaotic sound to the 
palate — and palette — of the mainstream.

Unfortunately for the Romans, no golden age is 
forever. What remains of Skrillex today is the sem-
blance of an innovator gilded in the veneer of for-
mer glories: New tracks are either surplus repro-
ductions of exhausted concepts or ephemeral false 
alarms of a renewed artistic vision.

A lame duck indeed; a household name, hol-
lowed out.

The metaphor is not perfect, for the fatigued 

producer has no clear successor. One thing is cer-
tain, however: The throne belongs to he or she 
who can go where Skrillex has been too cautious 
to tread.

I nominate Impossible Nothing.

Stuck somewhere between electronic dance mu-
sic, instrumental hip-hop and plunderphonics, the 
anonymous producer’s latest record, Lexemenomi-
con, puts the “non-” in “music” — it’s sound col-
lage on overdrive, a colossal curio that is about as 
indecipherable as its title.

Notice, first, the project’s scope. Like Phoneme-
nomicon before it, the record consists of twenty-six 
tracks. Each corresponds to a letter of the alphabet 
and runs for a round ten minutes, for a grand total 
of four (!) hours (!) and (!) twenty (!) minutes of 
uninterrupted… sound?

Not that such album lengths are unheard of. But 
this is not a collection of hour-long drone pieces or 
a massive collection of greatest hits. Rather, Lexe-
menomicon is an ambitious mashup of low-fidelity 
samples from sources as diverse as decontextu-
alized hip-hop braggadocio, theatrical religious 
proselytizing, obscure SoundCloud content, James 
Baldwin sound bites and even a track by Skrillex 
himself. In length, this is Since I Left You times 
four and then some. Sonically, as one commenter 
put it, it’s “J Dilla on steroids.”

But what is most surprising is that it works. On
each track, Impossible Nothing (Continued)
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Mindset is WVFI’s very own cultural journal-
ish publication, focused on music but proselyt-
izing its views about anything from film to lit-
erature to the fine arts (“it’s fine; they’re fine”).

 
We do not limit ourselves to “journalism,” 

mind you. And you shouldn’t limit yourself ei-
ther! Have something to say about virtually any-
thing at all? Write for Mindset! All creative (or 
insipid) facts, fictions, non-fictions, traumas, 
languages, political idologies, hyperlinks, hexes, 
and liturgies are more than welcome! As long as 
you have a point and at least a comma or two. E-
mail your writing to mindset@nd.edu and stay 
tuned!

And, of course, make sure to tune in to wvfi.
nd.edu for the best up-and-coming music you’ve 
never heard of, handpicked by people you may 
or may not have met before, although a lot of 
their voices do sound awfully familiar to you. 
After thinking it through for a moment, you de-
cide to investigate the matter further.

(To be continued...)

sketches an aural concept using a diverse sonic 
palette, setting mismatched sounds against each 
other like pyrotechnics and watching them burst 
with the starry-eyed wonder of a particularly 
bombastic Mythbusters episode. At every turn, 
however, the concept is reworked into something 
new; in this way, each track is like a mixtape of 
its own — or perhaps like a kaleidoscope, pro-
ducing unique fractals of colorful sound using a 
limited set of salvaged rhinestones.

/ it’s sound collage on 
overdrive, a colossal cu-
rio that is about as inde-
cipherable as its title /
The most challenging music straddles the 
boundary between “art with a capital A” and the 
basest trash. In other words, it plays with our 
definitions of music itself.

It would be too generous to call Skrillex a true 
revolutionary, but he did revolutionize electron-
ic dance music. Today, while dubstep purists still 
castigate his apostasy, aspiring producers chan-
nel him for guidance. Virtuosity or vulgarity? 
You decide.

On the other hand, Impossible Nothing is not 
merely an innovative project, but a skillfully-
executed, revolutionary concept — the artist’s 
penchant for secrecy notwithstanding. The bois-
terous maximalism of Lexemenomicon surpasses 
that of Skrillex’s most aggressive cuts at every 
turn, yet never sacrifices its pop-conscious ac-
cessibility.

True to its name, Impossible Nothing dem-
onstrates the unlimited, malleable boundaries 
of experimental sound. More daring than dub-
step yet equally more jiving, it is everything that 
Skrillex has failed to be. 

More forward-looking than most other re-
cords in recent memory, Lexemenomicon is, 
if nothing else, an anthology of 22nd-century 
bangers, brought to you today. M
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  SHOWTIME(S)

9pm City of Spring Streams
10:30pm K.A.M.M.

friday
12pm Loughdown Sports
2pm Tastebuds
3pm What You’ve Been Looking For
4pm We’re Erin, Grab the Mike
5pm Turn Up Time with Treb the Celeb
6pm MMMMMMM
7pm Music for Commercials
8pm Registration
10pm Q the Love
11pm Deep Thoughts without Jack Handy
12am The Pick Me Up

saturday
10am Mairead Willis
11am Ecclectic Potential
12pm Bears, Beats, Battlestar Galactica
1pm Tasteful Airhorn with Travis and Scott
2pm The Seedless Watermelon Comedy Hour
3pm Maximum Effort
4pm Cancelled
6pm The Menu
7pm The Dro and Tro Show
8pm Shoegaze Saturdaze

sunday
12pm The Kids Want to Be Psycoanalyzed
1pm Channel Owen
2pm Broken Record
3pm Ladies and DJentlemen
4pm The Cure
5pm Peanut Butter Beats
6pm Running Sux
7pm Regards, M&M
8pm The Lounge Act
9pm R and E from BP
10:30pm 24 Hour Room

monday
All the Noise 10am

Teen Angst Takeover 4pm
Turnip the Beat 5pm

The Come Up 6pm
Bro and Peaches’ Indie Power Hour 7pm

Summertime Radness 8pm
The Morning Woodwind 9pm

Cucumphobia 10:30pm
A Little Spunk, a Lot of Funk, and No Junk 12am

tuesday
Sometimes Classy 12pm

Radio Gonzo 2pm
Heavy ND 3pm

Rough Transitions 4pm
Sports Blitz 5pm

Zingis 6pm
Underscore 7pm

Psychic Borderland 8pm
Jokes About Hatz 9pm

Corbuvius 10:30pm
Monkeys, Monkeys, Birds 12am

wednesday
EZ Listening 3pm

Chats with Chidy 4pm
Discoconut 6pm

Shuffle, Don’t Stop 7pm
AlL oVeR THe plAcE 8pm

Cambodian Thai 9pm
The Augie Bryan Cosmic 10:30pm

thursday
Views from Lafun 2pm

Maagnetic Meow Mix 4pm
Tune Squad 5pm

Hymn for the Weekend 6pm
Since The Seventh Grade 7pm

Scenecast 8pm


